
Data Solution

Syncari is a Data Automation Platform that helps revenue 
teams solve their costliest  data inconsistency and integration 
challenges. It’s built specifically to help revenue leaders 
painlessly regain control of their data by standardizing, 
normalizing, and synchronizing it across the business. 

Eliminates the pain of integrating 
Salesforce to Marketo with blistering 
10x speed increases over Marketo 
native sync — no developer needed

Syncari streamlines your workflows between Marketing and Sales, 
while significantly increasing the performance of your syncs.

      Complete data standardization and accuracy

      Get more accurate leads to sales faster

      Supports Marketo standard and custom objects

      Accelerates tracking and execution of the complete 
      lead-to-opportunity lifecycle

      Powerful campaign membership support 

      Business intelligence is built-in thanks to Syncari’s DataStore

Marketing and Sales are mission-critical for companies of all sizes, 
from small businesses to large enterprises. Syncari helps them 
operate as one team and close the loop from lead-to-sale.

FEATURES

Keep your Accounts
and Contacts Identical

Relying on double entry in each system can 
create errors and build up data error debt that 
becomes harder and harder to pay down. 
Syncari can catch those errors automatically 
and create data quality by default. 

Flexible Data Automation 
for Sales and Marketing
Syncari can automate just about any data-re-
lated process for your business. Including 
more powerful control of lead-to-contact 
conversions.  When the data is identical 
across all systems, each team has what they 
need to do their job.

Ensures Stage-based Governance
Syncari features built-in governance and 
filtering for deciding when data should be 
synced between the systems. You can decide 
which system owns the data and has control 
depending on stage or other business 
workflow.

Centralized Dedupe / Merge 
Across Sales and Marketing
Many businesses have merge and dedupe 
rules conflicting between Marketo and 
Salesforce.  With Syncari Merge Studio, you 
can centrally manage powerful merge and 
dedupe rules that are shared by both systems. 

Lightning Fast Setup with No Coding
Syncari’s intuitive design automatically sets 
up your multidirectional sync connections, 
schema sync, and mapping. No need to worry 
about APIs or coding.
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Data Solution

Real data automation 
for every business

Syncari enables a wide variety of data and workflows between Salesforce 
and Marketo. The following is an example of what is possible:

1 A new Lead is created in Marketo.

2 Syncari’s central augmentation enriches the lead from one or more 
data sources, including your own custom reference data.

3 The lead is centrally checked for duplicates and is merged if needed.

4 Syncari then filters and controls when the lead is synced to and from 
Salesforce (e.g. it has met a certain quality criteria).

5 Create a new Program in Marketo.

6 Map the program and its membership to the Salesforce campaign and 
campaign membership.

7
As new members are added to this program in Marketo, the Program 
and Program Membership information is passed to Syncari and then 
Syncari ensure this gets translated to the right Salesforce Campaign 
and adds a campaign member to that campaign.


